
tips, tricks, and best practices for our online design tool
content editor
the

Creating your own digital signage content is quick, easy, and (dare we say) fun with our  
all-online Content Editor tool, available directly within the Codigo web portal.

Work from hundreds of expertly-crafted templates to get an inspired start—  or build your 
content from scratch using your own uploaded graphic assets and any of more than 1,500 
built-in stock photos and design elements. >
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designing and editing content
For comprehensive tutorial videos on using our online Content Editor, login and visit the  
Help section located in Codigo’s top menu.

> To find great, new Content Editor media files as they’re released, explore the Codigo Content Vault      
    called GoTemplates, and search, sort, or browse through all of our pre-built designs. 
> To open an existing file within the Content Editor, simply search your Media Library for HTML+ content       
    files, which will also be denoted with a green          icon.

Things to consider when creating your own content:
> Like good stories, the most effective ads have a clear beginning, middle, and end. Create a scene that       
    announces your message in a catchy way, dedicate a lengthy middle portion to the details, then finish off       
    with a long and direct call to action your audience will respond to.
> Performance of HTML+ content is tied to the hardware being used, so if you see performance issues on a       
    certain file, try reducing the number of images animating concurrently or number of scenes being used.
> While you can create as many scenes as you want, performance is best when you use fewer scenes.
> Make sure your message is comfortably readable by using the Play All Scenes button and adjusting the       
    Scene Duration where necessary
> When adding a new Scene, using the Copy button is a great way to bring in a new message while keeping       
    the background and other design elements intact.
> Animation Delay is a great way to create visual interest in your designs. Have items appear sequentially       
    by setting their Animation Delay in increments of 0.3 or 0.5 to stagger their appearance in an 
    eye-catching way.
> Once you have an ad built that has great structure to it (such as any of our GoTemplates), it’s simple to       
    change images, backgrounds, and text to redefine the whole purpose of the ad without having to  
    re-do layout or animation effects. Plus, this method helps to keep your ad format consistent!

THE CONTENT EDITOR INTERFACE  ^
What you see is what you get with our simple content creation online tool. Select images and text on the Stage area, then 
control their appearance and behaviors using the floating Properties Panel at the right.


